Modeling the electronic properties of pi-conjugated self-assembled monolayers.
The modification of electrode surfaces by depositing self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) provides the possibility for controlled adjustment of various key parameters in organic and molecular electronic devices. Most important among them are the work function of the electrode and the relative alignment of its Fermi level with the conducting states in the SAM itself and with those in a subsequently deposited organic semiconductor. For the efficient application of such interface modifications it is crucial to reach a proper understanding of the relation between the chemical structure of a molecule, its molecular electronic characteristics, and the properties of the SAM formed by such molecules. Over the past years, quantum-mechanical calculations have proven to be a valuable tool for reaching a fundamental understanding of the relevant structure-property relations. Here, we provide a review over the field and report on recent progress in the modeling of the interfacial electronic properties of pi-conjugated SAMs. In addition to the insight that can be gained from simple electrostatic considerations, we focus on the quantum-mechanical description of the roles played by substituents, molecular backbones, chemical anchoring groups, and the packing density of molecules on the surface. Furthermore, we explicitly address the energy-level alignment at the interface between a prototypical organic semiconductor and a SAM-covered metal electrode and describe an approach suitable for extending the metallic character of the substrate onto the monolayer.